Sixty years ago this month, Bernice Gordon FA’35 published her first crossword puzzle in *The New York Times*. Since then the *Times* has run more than 150 of her creations, while thousands have appeared in other newspapers and puzzle books. Now, at age 98, she has been kind enough to create one for the *Gazette*. (For more on Gordon, see page 62. Answers on page 74.)

### Across
1. TV series
2. They can be blind
3. Judy’s daughter
4. Giant sea in Asia
5. First class
6. Bard’s river
7. U. of P. students
8. War correspondent
9. “___Woman”: song
10. Showing at Barnes
11. Home of the Lily Maid, Elaine
12. Stir up
13. Stop the flow
14. Type of cheese
15. Too
16. Kitchen wrap
17. Likewise in Lyons
18. Cheer at Franklin Field
19. Joe DiMaggio’s brother
20. Actress Thurman
21. Worker at Le Bec Fin
22. Product of 41 Across
23. Sharp
24. Spaces
25. Rice wine
26. Fig. of speech: Abbr.
27. Teehee
28. Armes depot
29. Movie location
30. Scientist’s workroom
31. Korean soldiers
32. Annual happening at the stadium
33. Leave out
34. Post office competition
35. French notion
36. Cysts
37. Ridiculous
38. Star of “Jurassic Park”

### Down
1. Merchant’s plate
2. Loud
3. City in Sweden
4. House addition
5. Ph.D. and M.D.
6. Came down
7. Julio’s aunt
8. Sicilian landmark
9. Bull ___
10. Indiana city
11. Penn’s association
12. Author of “Nana”
13. Dill seed (obs.)
14. River in New York
15. Big boomer: abbr.
17. Senorita’s mother
18. David, etc.
19. Penn versus Cornell, for example
20. Joie de vivre
21. Burial chest
22. Bert, the Cowardly Lion
23. Senior’s goal
24. Caviar
25. Ranger’s realms
26. Hors d’oeuvres
27. Avidly
28. Beer container
29. Chaney of 1000 faces
30. High flyer
31. Clearing
32. Tier
33. Buddy of Beverly Hills
34. In a line
35. Site of the Colosseum
36. Golfer Tony
37. Trim
38. Take a siesta
39. Pot top